Abstract. We give an intrinsic characterization of Cox sheaves on Krull schemes in terms of their valuative algebraic properties. We also provide a geometric characterization of their graded relative spectra in terms of good quotients of graded schemes, extending the work of [3] on relative spectra of Cox sheaves on normal varieties. Moreover, we obtain an irredundant characterization of Cox rings which in turn produces a normality criterion for certain graded rings.
Introduction
Cox sheaves on normal (pre-)varieties X currently are an active field of research with focus on questions of finite generation and explicit calculation of their ring R(X) of global sections (called the Cox ring) and quotient constructions describing X in terms of a Cox ring and combinatorics [4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 17, 18, 19, 26] . Known properties of Cox rings include triviality of homogeneous units and graded factoriality [2, 3, 6] , i.e. factoriality of the monoid of non-zero homogeneous elements. In the case of a free class group Cl(X) the latter is equivalent to genuine factoriality of the Cox ring R(X) by a result from [1] .
Our present purpose is to investigate and characterize Cox sheaves in the more general setting of Krull schemes, i.e. schemes with a finite cover by spectra of Krull rings, compare [22] . A Cox sheaf on X is a Cl(X)-graded O X -algebra R with homogeneous components O X (D) for all [D] ∈ Cl(X), equipped with a natural multiplication. This translates into the more formal requirement that there exists a graded morphism from the divisorial O X -algebra associated to WDiv(X)
is an isomorphism, see Section 3 for more motivation of this definition. All Cox sheaves on X are linked via the maps from O X (WDiv(X)) and thus they have the same graded invariants and their monoids of homogeneous elements are isomorphic modulo units, although the Cox sheaves themselves need not be isomorphic. Furthermore, one Cox sheaf has locally or globally finitely generated sections if and only if all Cox sheaves on X do, see Proposition 3.5. Our main result is an intrinsic characterization of Cox sheaves in terms of their valuative algebraic properties. We start by illustrating our terminology. Recall that on a Krull scheme X each prime divisor Y defines a discrete valuation ν Y,X : K(X) * → Z with valuation ring K(X) νY,X = O X,Y and O X (U ) is the intersection over all O X,Y with Y ∈ U . In terms of sheaves each Y defines a discrete valuation ν Y : K * → ı Y (Z) from the constant sheaf K * onto the skyscraper sheaf at Y and O X is the intersection
over the corresponding discrete valuation sheaves K νY . Thus, O X is a Krull sheaf. We will show that Cox sheaves admit a similar description and may even be characterized in such terms. Let K := Cl(X) and let R be a Cox sheaf. The role as an ambient sheaf of R is taken by the constant K-graded sheaf S assigning the stalk R ξ at the generic point. Every homogeneous component of S is of type K and hence S is K-simple, i.e every homogeneous section is invertible. Each prime divisor Y on X now defines a discrete K-valuation µ Y : S + → ı Y (Z) on the subsheaf S + ⊆ S of K-homogeneous non-zero elements and a corresponding discrete K-valuation sheaf S µY ⊆ S whose sections over U are generated by all K-homogeneous elements that are valuated non-negatively by µ Y,U . R is then the intersection R = Y prime S µY ⊆ S and is thereby a K-Krull sheaf. In this terminology, whose precise definitions are given in Section 2, our result is the following. Theorem 1. Let X be a Krull scheme with generic point ξ, fraction field K, essential valuations ν Y for the prime divisors Y ∈ X, and let K be an abelian group and R a K-graded sheaf on X. Then R is isomorphic to a Cox sheaf if and only if the following hold:
(i) the constant sheaf S assigning R ξ is K-simple with deg K (S + ) = K and S 0 = K, (ii) R is a K-Krull sheaf in S defined by discrete K-valuations {µ Y } Y which restrict to {ν Y } Y on K * , in particular R 0 = O X , (iii) div K := Y µ Y is surjective and div K,X has kernel R(X) +, * = R(X) * 0 . In this case, the required Cl(X)-grading is provided by the natural isomorphism
If R is a Cox sheaf with the required Cl(X)-grading, then the above map is the identity on Cl(X). This intrinsic characterization of Cox sheaves underlines the fact that they form a natural class of graded sheaves. Properties (i) and (ii) are direct graded analoga of the properties of the structure sheaf, they occur in various graded O X -algebras e.g. in divisorial O X -algebras O X (L) of subgroups L ≤ WDiv(X). Property (iii) ensures the correct Cl(X)-grading, the first part being equivalent to surjectivity, the second to injectivity of the canonical map K → Cl(X). The reference for the equation R(X) +, * = O(X) * is [3] . In Theorem 2 below we give further details on Cox sheaves. We briefly explain the occuring graded properties and invariants. A K-integral ring R (i.e. a ring without K-homogeneous zero divisors) is K-factorial if the monoid R + of non-zero homogeneous elements is factorial. The homogeneous fraction ring Q + (R) is the localization of R by R + . A K-Krull ring is the graded analogon of a Krull ring. Its essential K-valuations form the minimal family of K-valuations defining R in Q + (R). They correspond bijectively to the K-prime divisors, i.e. the minimal nonzero K-prime ideals p of R. The K-valuation ring of an essential K-valuation ν p is the graded localization R p . More detailed information on K-Krull rings is found in Section 1. The essential K-valuations of a K-Krull sheaf R are defined in terms of the K-Krull rings R(U ) for all affine U , see Section 2.
Theorem 2. Let X be a Krull scheme. Then each Cox sheaf R on X is quasicoherent and has the following properties:
(i) For each open U , the ring R(U ) is K-factorial and deg K (R(U ) + ) generates K. If U is affine, then S(U ) = Q + (R(U )) and deg K (R(U ) + ) equals K.
(ii) {µ Y } Y are the essential K-valuations of R and the sections of their valuation sheaves S µY are
(iii) The stalk at x ∈ X is the K-local K-Krull ring
The homogeneous elements of its K-maximal ideal a x resp. the homogeneous units of R x are K-factoriality of the rings R(U ) is due to surjectivity of div K,U which is essentially the argument from [2] . The first proof of K-factoriality of Cox rings is due to [6] , it is valid for Cox sheaves of finite type on normal prevarieties. Cox sheaves on affine Krull schemes also allow the following description.
Corollary 3. A K-graded sheaf R on an affine Krull scheme X is a Cox sheaf if and only if it is the sheaf R = R associated to a K-graded O(X)-algebra R such that:
(i) R is K-factorial (in particular, R is a K-Krull ring) and
The canonical choice for a geometric realization of a quasi-coherent K-graded O X -algebra F is its graded relative spectrum Spec K,X (F ) which is glued from the Kspectra (i.e. sets of K-prime ideals) of F (U ) for all affine open U ⊆ X. This object belongs to the category of graded schemes (which contains the category of schemes, i.e. 0-graded schemes, as a full subcategory) wherein structure sheaves are graded and morphisms between affine graded schemes are comorphisms of maps of graded rings, see Section 4. From the perspective of [12] the category of graded schemes is situated between the categories of F 1 -schemes and classical schemes within their common parent category of sesquiad schemes, see Remark 4.4. Graded algebraic properties of F naturally correspond to geometric properties of Spec K,X (F ). The Cl(X)-graded relative spectrum of a Cox sheaf R on X together with the canonical morphism q : Spec Cl(X),X (R) → X is called its graded characteristic space. Since a Cox sheaf is a K-Krull sheaf, its graded characteristic space is a K-Krull scheme which is the generalization of Krull schemes in the category of graded schemes. A K-Krull scheme X comes with natural notions of K-Weil divisors as sums of K-prime divisors (i.e. points with one-codimensional closure), K-principal divisors for all non-zero homogeneous sections of the sheaf K K assigning the stalk O X, ξ at the generic point, and K-class groups. Our second main result is the following geometric characterization of graded characteristic spaces. Theorem 4. Let q : X → X be a morphism from a K-graded scheme to a scheme. Then X is a Krull scheme and q is a graded characteristic space if and only if the following hold:
q is a good quotient and induces a commutative diagram of presheaves
0 . If X = Spec K,X (R) with a Cox sheaf R then with div K := Y µ Y the following commutative diagram extends the diagram of (ii):
is the unique point contained in all closures of points mapped to x ∈ X, then x ∈ { Y } if and only if x ∈ {Y }. In particular, O X, x = R x .
This result extends the geometric characterization of relative spectra of Cox sheaves of finite type on normal prevarieties given in [3] ; indeed, with respect to normal prevarieties Theorem 4 allows a translation into terms of good quotients by quasi-torus actions, see Theorem 6.5. In the following theorem we also generalize their characterization of Cox rings.
Theorem 5. If X is a Krull scheme with class group K and Cox ring R, then the following hold:
If X has a cover by affine complements of divisors (e.g. X is separated or of affine intersection), then (iv) each localization R p at a K-prime divisor has units in every degree.
Conversely, if K is finitely generated and R satisfies (i) -(iv), then there exists a Krull scheme X of affine intersection with class group K and Cox ring R(X) = R.
Here, property (iv) implies property (iii). The additional assumption is needed in order to translate the fact that the stalks R Y have units in every degree into a property of the global ring R(X). In the case that R is finitely generated over an algebraically closed base field K, property (iv) translates into freeness of the action of H = Spec max (K[K]) on a big open subset of Spec max (R) -see Remark 6.4, which is the property featured in the characterization of finitely generated Cox rings of normal prevarieties of affine intersection given by [3] . Our characterization of Cox rings of Krull schemes with cover by affine divisor complements and finitely generated class groups by conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) is irredundant, see Remark 5.2 Together with normality of Cox rings of normal prevarieties over K [3, Thm. I.5.1.1] we obtain: Corollary 6. Let K be a finitely generated abelian group, K an algebraically closed field and R a K-graded affine K-algebra satisfying the above properties (i)-(iv). Then R is normal.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 lays the algebraic foundations for the later parts, introducing K-Krull rings and providing the key preparation for the calculation of the essential K-valuations of a Cox sheaf R and hence the Kprime divisors of Spec K,X (R) in Theorem 1.10. In Section 2 we introduce K-Krull sheaves and discuss the example of divisorial O X -algebras O X (L) associated to subgroups L ≤ WDiv(X). In Section 3 we give background on the definition of Cox sheaves and prove Theorem 1. Section 4 offers a first general introduction to graded schemes and good quotients thereof as well as K-Krull schemes and their KWeil divisors and class groups. The example of graded spectra of monoid algebras (Example 4.3) relates graded schemes to F 1 -schemes, i.e. schemes over the field with one element as treated in [13] . We also indicate how graded schemes fit into the more general framework of sesquiad schemes from [12] , see Remark 4.4. In Section 5 we prove Theorems 4 and 5 using Theorem 1. In Section 6 we point out some aspects of the connection between graded schemes of finite type and diagonalizable actions on prevarieties, in particular, we reformulate Theorem 4 in this more familiar setting. This requires the concept of invariant structure sheaves whose stalks naturally encode generic isotropy groups of the action, see Remark 6.4. Furthermore, we provide details on the connection between orbit closures, graded schemes and combinatorics (Remark 6.3), and go on to show that the toric graded scheme corresponding to a toric variety is canonically identified with the defining polyhedral fan (Remark 6.6).
The author is grateful for helpful discussions with Jürgen Hausen.
K-Krull rings
We start by recalling some generalities and notations from graded Algebra. All rings are taken to be commutative with unit. All abelian groups used to grade rings are written additively. A K-graded ring is a ring with a decomposition R = w∈K R w into abelian groups such that R w R w ′ ⊆ R w+w ′ . The sets of Khomogeneous elements with and without zero, and the group of K-homogeneous units are denoted R +,0 , R + and R +, * , respectively. A morphism of graded rings is a map φ : R → R ′ with accompanying group homomorphism ψ : K → K ′ such that φ restricts to group homomorphisms R w → R ′ ψ(w) . A morphism of graded rings is called degree-preserving if the accompanying map is the identity. For any fixed K the category of graded rings has a subcategory of K-graded rings with degree-preserving morphisms, and this subcategory has direct and inverse limits. A K-graded module M over a K-graded ring R is a R-module with a decomposition M = w∈K M w into abelian groups such that R w M w ′ ⊆ M w+w ′ , where the elements of w∈K M w are called homogeneous elements. A K-graded submodule of M is a submodule of the form N = w∈K N ∩ M w , i.e. a submodule generated by homogeneous elements. Remark 1.1. If B → R is a morphism of graded rings, then R is also called a graded algebra over B. The graded algebras over B form a category with the obvious morphisms. This category has coproducts: If φ R : B → R and φ S :
and the canonical maps R → R ⊗ B S and S → R ⊗ B S are morphisms of graded algebras over B. This statement is used to define fiber products of graded schemes.
Classical algebraic properties of rings and their elements and ideals have graded analoga which are obtained by restricting the defining axioms to homogeneous elements resp. graded ideals. In particular, there are natural concepts of graded divisibility theory, i.e. K-integrality, K-prime and K-irreducible elements, K-factoriality, as well as K-prime and K-maximal ideals, K-locality, K-noetherianity etc. Several authors have studied such properties: [20] treats K-prime ideals and invariants of graded modules over K-noetherian rings. Graded divisibility theory was introduced and interpreted geometrically by [17, 2] who showed that K-factoriality is a natural property of Cox rings of normal prevarieties. Graded integral closures and their behaviour under coarsening have been studied in [25] . The localization of R by a K-prime ideal p is denoted R p := (R + \ p) −1 R. By localizing a K-integral ring R by R + we obtain Q + (R), the K-homogeneous fraction ring in which every homogeneous element is invertible, making it K-simple. In general, a K-graded ring R is K-simple if and only if R 0 is a field and deg K (R + ) is a group, and in that case rR 0 = R deg K (r) holds for every r ∈ R + . A K-integral ring R is K-normal, if each homogeneous fraction that is integral over R (i.e. over R +,0 ) is an element of R. In the following major part of this section we take a slightly more detailed look at K-Krull rings, the graded equivalent of Krull rings. Proofs of their basic properties may be obtained from the proofs of the respective properties of Krull rings (found e.g. in [15, 21] ) by restricting the arguments to homogeneous elements resp. graded ideals. In Example 1.9 we treat a canonical class of K-Krull rings which form the algebraic analogon of divisorial O X -algebras O X (L) of subgrops of Weil divisors. Theorem 1.10 gives details on their K-divisors and essential K-valuations and thus provides the key for the calculation of the essential K-valuations of Cox sheaves in Section 3 and the K-Weil divisors of their graded characteristic spaces in Section 5. Definition 1.2. Let S be a K-simple ring. A discrete K-valuation on S is a group epimorphism ν : S + → Z with ν(a+b) ≥ min{ν(a), ν(b)} for all w ∈ K, a, b ∈ S w \0 with a + b = 0. Its discrete K-valuation ring is the subring R ν ⊆ S generated by the preimage of Z ≥0 under ν.
A K-Krull ring is an intersection R of discrete K-valuation rings R νj ⊆ S, j ∈ J such that for each a ∈ R + only finitely many ν j (a) are non-zero. and the partial order defined by a ≤ b :⇔ a ⊇ b is a partially ordered semi group with neutral element R in which each two elements have infimum and supremum. There is a canonical homomorphism
The semi-group of K-divisors characterizes R as follows:
is a group and every non-empty set of positive elements in Div
Remark 1.5. Let {ν j } j∈J be a defining family of the K-Krull ring R. For a K-fractional ideal a and j ∈ J we set
This notion is well-defined and satisfies ν j (a) = ν([R : [R : a]]). Furthermore, there is a monomorphism of ordered groups
Proposition 1.6. Let R be a K-Krull ring. Then the following hold: (i) The minimal positive K-divisors are those that are K-prime as ideals in R, and these are the minimal non-zero K-prime ideals of R; they are called the K-prime divisors of R and form a Z-basis of Div
The family {ν p } p is minimal among all families defining R in Q + (R), it is called the family of essential K-valuations of R. 
defines a K-valuation on S for every prime divisor p. The ring R = p S µp is a K-Krull ring with homogeneous components
Theorem 1.10. In the above notation, the ring R has the following properties:
Lemma 1.11. In the above situation, let a ⊂ Q(A) be a fractional ideal and p a prime divisor of A. Then
Proof. We calculate
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Assertion (iv) follows from the Approximation Theorem for Krull rings (see e.g. [15] ). For (i) we observe that the canonical morphism
is surjective. Indeed, for every w ∈ K there exists an element 0 = aχ w ∈ R w by (iv) and thus aχ w /aχ 0 is mapped to χ w . For (ii) we first observe that by Remark 1.5 α is a monomorphism of partially ordered groups. Since the above Lemma and Remark 1.5 give α(β(a)) = a, α is also surjective and β is its inverse map. In particular, they induce bijections between the sets of minimal positive elements of Div K (R) and Div(A). This means that the divisorial ideals β(p) are the K-prime divisors of R. For any prime divisor p of A and any K-prime divisor q ′ = β(p ′ ) we have µ p (q ′ ) = δ p,p ′ and therefore µ p = ν β(p) is the essential K-valuation corresponding to q = β(p) and we have
For (iii), let q be a K-prime divisor of R, and let p = q ∩ A be the corresponding prime divisor of A. First we show (
Each generator t 0 of the maximal ideal of A p satisfies ν q (t 0 ) = ν p (t 0 ) = 1 and is thus a generator of the K-maximal ideal of R q . This implies the assertion. Remark 1.12. From [14] we observe that if K is free, then for a K-prime divisor q of R and p = A ∩ q, each choice of a generator for the maximal ideal of A p gives an isomorphism
In particular, R q is a Krull ring and one concludes that R is a Krull ring.
The following well-behaved class of graded morphisms will be used in Section 3 to describe the relation between the sections of O X (WDiv(X)) and Cox sheaves. Their properties, some of which are listed in Proposition 1.13 below, ensure that Cox sheaves inherit all graded properties from O X (WDiv(X)).
A component-wise isomorphic epimorphism (CIE) is an epimorphism of graded rings φ : R ′ → R accompanied by an epimorphism ψ : K ′ → K that restricts to isomorphisms on homogeneous components. If ψ is fixed, then for each given R one obtains R ′ and φ constructively and uniquely by setting R
The functor from K-graded rings to K ′ -graded rings thus defined is right adjoint to the coarsening functor associated to ψ, see [24] . If R ′ and ψ are fixed, then each homomorphism χ : ker(ψ) → R ′+, * with χ(w
Proposition 1.13. Let φ : R ′ → R be a CIE. Then the following hold:
and there is a bijection of sets of graded ideals
respecting inclusions, products, quotients, sums and intersections. (ii) Likewise, there is a bijection between the graded R ′ -resp. R-modules of 
divisorial O X -algebras
Let K be an abelian group. We begin with the prerequisites on graded sheaves needed for the definition of K-Krull sheaves -the sheaf-theoretic analogon of KKrull rings. Recall that a K-graded (pre-)sheaf of rings F on a topological space X is a (pre-)sheaf of K-graded rings with degree-preserving restriction maps. F is also called a graded (pre-)sheaf with grading group K = gr(F ). As a presheaf F then equals w∈K F w where F w ⊆ F is the (pre-)sheaf of abelian groups assigning F (U ) w to U . The monoid of K-homogeneous elements of F is the sheaf of monoids F +,0 := w∈K F w . If all F (U ) are K-integral, then F + denotes the sheaf of monoids given by F +,0 (U ) \ {0}. A morphism φ : G → F of graded (pre-)sheaves comes with a group homomorphism ψ : gr(G) → gr(F ) such that each of the morphisms of graded rings φ U is accompanied by ψ. F is also called a graded G-algebra.
Definition 2.1.
(i) A discrete value sheaf is a sheaf of abelian groups Z with values in {0, Z} such that Z ≥0 (U ) := Z(U ) ≥0 defines a subsheaf of Z.
(ii) Let K be an abelian group. Let S be a sheaf of K-simple rings on X. A discrete K-valuation on S is a morphism ν : S + → Z to a discrete value sheaf such that each ν U is surjective and either a discrete K-valuation or zero. The associated K-valuation sheaf is the graded subsheaf S ν ⊆ S of rings generated by ν
sheaves such that for every U and every f ∈ R + (U ) only finitely many ν j,U (f ) are non-zero.
If X is a scheme (or a graded scheme, see Section 4), then a defining family of K-valuations of a K-Krull sheaf R is called the family of essential K-valuations, if for each affine U ⊆ X, the family {ν j,U ; j ∈ J, ν j,U ≡ 0} is the family of essential K-valuations of the K-Krull ring R(U ).
For K = 0 we usually omitt the prefix K. Recall that X is a Krull scheme if it has a finite cover by spectra of Krull rings. A prime divisor is a point Y ∈ X with one-codimensional closure. Sums and intersections with subscript Y are taken over all prime divisors Y of X unless specified otherwise. For the remainder of this section, X is a Krull scheme. Recall that the presheaf of Weil divisors is WDiv := Y Z Y and there is a morphism
Its image PDiv is the presheaf of principal divisors of X and its cokernel is the presheaf Cl of divisor class groups. For each prime divisor Y there is a natural projection
is the union over the closures of {Y } in U , where Y runs through the prime divisors occuring with non-zero coefficient in D.
Proposition 2.5. In the above notation, the divisorial algebra R := O X (L) has the following properties: (i) there is a canonical isomorphism S(X) ∼ = R ξ , and for affine U we have
whose L-maximal ideal a x has homogeneous elements
Its homogeneous units are
and deg L (R +
Remark 2.7. As a subsheaf of a constant sheaf, O X (L) has injective restriction maps, and thus all canonical maps
Proof of Proposition 2.5. For (i) note that the inclusions ı V : R(V ) ⊆ S(X) induce an injection ı ξ : R ξ → S(X). For affine open U ⊆ X we consider the canonical monomorphism
For surjectivity of ı ξ and
For the supplement and assertion (ii), we invoke Theorem 1.10 with
For (iv) first note, that in S(X) we have 
x is a unit. Let a x be the ideal generated by the set
For the supplement on the stalks of prime divisors first note that (R Y ) 0 = O X,Y because taking stalks commutes with direct sums. Now, let U ⊆ X be affine with Y ∈ U and D ∈ L. By the Approximation Theorem for Krull rings there exists
is a factorial monoid, and thus also R(U )
+ is a factorial monoid, meaning that R(U ) is L-factorial.
Remark 2.8. By arguments from [14] , each R(U ) is a Krull ring. Thus, if L |U maps onto Cl(U ), then R(U ) is a factorial ring by [1] . However, the sections of Cox sheaves will in general not be factorial. Integrality and normality for the sections of Cox sheaves are proven in the case of normal (pre-)varieties, see [3, Sect. I.5.1] or [6] , but neither proof seems to be applicable in the more general setting of Krull schemes.
characterization of Cox sheaves
Intuitively 
defined by the sum of the π D is a morphism of graded O X -algebras. Summing up, a Cox sheaf is defined as a Cl(X)-graded O X -algebra R posessing a graded morphism from O X (WDiv(X)) to R which restricts to isomorphisms of the homogeneous parts. Such a kind of morphism between two graded sheaves has useful properties and thus justifies the following definition.
Definition 3.1. A morphism π : F → G of graded presheaves of rings with accompanying map ψ : L → K of abelian groups is called a component-wise isomorphic epimorphism (CIE) if ψ is an epimorphism and the restriction π |Fw is an isomorphism for every w ∈ L. Equivalently, every pair (π U , ψ) is a CIE of rings. with χ U (w) ∈ F (U ) w the cokernel of the K-graded presheaf of ideals
is a CIE. Conversely, every CIE with prescribed F and ψ is of this form with χ as in (i).
In this terminology, the precise definition of Cox sheaves is the following. Definition 3.3. Let X be a Krull scheme. A Cox sheaf on X is a Cl(X)-graded sheaf of rings R such that there exists a CIE π : O X (WDiv(X)) → R that is accompanied by the canonical map WDiv(X) → Cl(X). R is then automatically a O X -algebra with R 0 = O X .
Remark 3.4. For a Cl(X)-graded sheaf R on a Krull scheme X the following are equivalent:
and the isomorphisms
Existence of Cox sheaves follows from Remark 3.2 because for any L mapping onto Cl(X) a suitable map χ is defined by assigning arbitrary f j ∈ O X (D j )(X) with div X (f j ) = −D j to the elements of a basis {D j } j∈J of L ∩ PDiv(X), and thus the presheaf R = O X (L)/I χ is a Cox sheaf, compare [3] . As seen by this discussion, our definition is the axiomatic version of the constructive approach of Hausen and Arzhantsev.
Uniqueness is a matter of caution. In the case that Cl(X) is free, it is well-known that all Cox sheaves are isomorphic. A further condition enforcing uniqueness in the case of prevarieties over an algebraically closed field K is O(X) * = K * which holds e.g. if X is projective, see [3, Sect. I. 4.3] . In general Cox sheaves are only weakly unique in the following sense: Proposition 3.5. Let X be a Krull scheme and let R and R ′ be Cox sheaves on X and let U ⊆ X be open. Then the following hold:
(ii) There are bijections respecting sums, intersections, inclusions, products and ideal quotients between the sets of graded ideals of R(U ) and R ′ (U ). (iii) R(U ) is finitely generated as a O X (U )-algebra if and only if R ′ (U ) is so. If X is a scheme over S = Spec(B), then R(U ) is finitely generated over B if and only if R ′ (U ) is so.
Proof. Everything but the last assertion follows directly from Proposition 1.13. Suppose that R(U ) is finitely generated by homogeneous sections g 1 , . . . , g m . Then Cl(X) is finitely generated by Theorem 1. Let L ≤ WDiv(X) be a finitely generated subgroup mapping onto Cl(X) and let π : O X (L) → R and π ′ : O X (L) → R ′ be CIE. Let χ be the kernel character of π and let D 1 , . . . , D n be a basis of L ∩ PDiv(X). Then O X (L)(U ) is generated by χ U (±D 1 ) , . . . , χ U (±D n ) and any choice of homogeneous preimages under π U f 1 , . . . , f m for g 1 , . . . , g m . Thus, R ′ (U ) is generated by their images under π ′ U .
The above shows that the question of uniqueness is of little practical consequence since all Cox sheaves on a given X behave in the same way. We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. The general ideal for showing that Cox sheaves have the asserted properties is to show that they are inherited from O X (WDiv(X)) because CIEs preserve most graded properties (even in both directions). The second part of the proof adepts the arguments of [3, Thm. I.6.4.3 and Prop. I.6.4.5].
Proof of Theorem 1. Let R be a Cox sheaf on X and let π : O X (L) → R be a CIE. Then we have commutative diagrams with CIE downward arrows
and the lower arrows inherit injectivity from the upper ones. Considering diagram (1) for the generic point ξ we see that R ξ is K-simple with degree zero part O X,ξ and deg
Denote by S L the constant sheaf assigning O X (L) ξ . Then π ξ defines a CIE of sheaves π S : S L → S and the constant sheaf S := R ξ has the desired properties. R is a subsheaf of S and hence K-integral.
For (ii), consider the diagram with exact rows and injective upward arrows
+, * , its elements are trivially valuated by all µ Y,X . Consequently, ker(π S,U ) = im(χ S,U ) is valuated trivially by all µ Y,U . Thus, each µ Y induces a K-valuation µ Y : The first part of assertion (iii) is due to the fact that µ Y and µ Y have the same image. For the second part, consider an element
. Concerning the supplement we calculate
It remains to show that a K-graded sheaf R satisfying (i)-(iii) is a Cox sheaf. Recall the notation div K := Y µ Y : S + → WDiv and note that by (ii) we have div K |K * = div. In order to show that K is canonically isomorphic to Cl(X) we first note that by (ii) the degree map deg K induces an isomorphism S(X)
which has cokernel Cl(X)/im(div K,X ) and kernel deg K (R(X) +, * ). Thus, condition (iii) precisely says that δ is an isomorphism.
Next, we show that the ismorphism K = S 0
Now, let L ≤ WDiv(X) be any subgroup mapping onto Cl(X) and let {D j } j∈J be a basis of L. Then there exist
. By our second claim, every f D defines an isomorphism
By construction, the isomorphisms respect the multiplication of homogeneous components in O X (L) and thus define a graded epimorphism O X (L) → R. Hence, R is a Cox sheaf.
Remark 3.6. One may argue that the characterizing condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is not purely intrinsic because the condition that R is a Cox sheaf in S contains an existence statement for certain discrete K-valuations which are not derived from R. A more obviously intrinsic characterization is obtained by replacing (ii) with (ii') R is a sheaf of K-Krull rings and every affine open U satisfies:
Since the family of essential K-valuations of a K-Krull ring R may be derived from R, condition (ii') is indeed intrinsic.
Proof of Theorem 2. Quasi-coherence of R follows from the more general observation that for every non-zero g ∈ R(U ) + there is a canonical isomorphism
where
This in turn follows directly from the corresponding observation on O X (L) using that π U and π Ug are CIEs and Proposition 1.13(iii). For (i) note that K-factoriality of R(U ) follows via Proposition 1.13(iv) from Lfactoriality of O X (U ) which was proven in Proposition 2. 
For the case that U is affine, observe that in the diagram of CIEs
the lower right arrow is a graded isomorphism because the upper right arrow is one.
The first part of assertion (ii) follows directly from Proposition 2.5(ii) and Proposition 1.13(v). The second statement is obvious for Y / ∈ U and follows from (iii) otherwise.
For assertion (iii), consider the diagram (2) of inclusions and CIEs from the beginning of the proof of Theorem 1 with and thus has the requested description. Furthermore, the unique L-maximal ideal of O X (L) x is mapped onto a unique K-maximal ideal a x by Proposition 1.13(i). Its homogeneous elements, which were calculated in Proposition 2.5(iv), are mapped onto the homogeneous elements of a x which establishes the desired description.
For (iv), observe that the stalk R Y at a prime divisor Y has units in every degree because O X (L) Y does. [D] defined there is div Cl(X),X (f ) in our notation, and it is shown that the assignment f → div [D] (f ) is homomorphic and encodes the divisibility relation in R(X), which in our setting is due to the definition of div Cl(X),X as the sum of all µ Y,X .
graded schemes
Graded schemes are implicitely already well-known from the proj construction, see Example 4.10. Related examples of graded schemes in the context of toric good quotients have been studied in [23] . More generally, the categories of K-graded resp. noetherian Z-graded schemes with degree-preserving morphisms have been discussed in [9, 27] . The category of graded schemes introduced below includes the aforementioned and has more morphisms, in particular good quotients, which are affine morphisms from K-graded to 0-graded schemes satisfying a natural condition on their structure sheaves, see Definition 4.8. Good quotients behave very naturally in that they respect intersections of closed sets and are surjective with distinguished points in each fibre, see Proposition 4.9. We also introduce the other concepts needed for Theorem 4, namely K-Krull schemes which are the most general objects with well-behaved notions of Weil and principal divisors. Definition 4.1. The K-spectrum of a K-graded ring R is the set X := Spec K (R) of K-prime ideals of R, endowed with the topology whose closed sets are of the form V (a) = {p ∈ X; a ⊆ p} with K-graded ideals a R. Its K-graded structure sheaf O X (with K-local stalks) is defined on the basis
The pair (Spec K (R), O Spec K (R) ) is the affine K-graded scheme corresponding to R.
A graded scheme is a pair (X, O X ) consisting of a topological space X and a graded sheaf of rings O X that has a cover by affine gr(O X )-graded schemes (U, O X |U ). (X, O X ) is also called a gr(O X )-graded scheme. A morphism of the graded schemes (X, O X ) and (X ′ , O X ′ ) is a continuous map φ : X → X ′ together with a morphism of graded sheaves φ
, where m x and m φ(x) are the respective unique
Schemes are the same as 0-graded schemes, they form a full subcategory of the category of graded schemes. We will often only write X for the graded scheme (X, O X ). When talking about a morphism of graded schemes we will also write the continuous map φ : X → X ′ of the underlying topological spaces in place of the pair (φ, φ * ).
Remark 4.2. For an affine K-graded scheme X = Spec K (R), the stalk at p ∈ X is the graded localization R p . Morphisms between affine graded schemes are given by maps of graded rings: If φ : X → X ′ is a morphism of affine graded schemes, then φ * :
is a graded morphism, and φ maps the point p ∈ X to the point (φ
Example 4.3. Let M be an abelian monoid contained in an abelian group K and let k be a field. Let R := k[M ] be the canonically K-graded monoid algebra of M over k. Recall that a face of an abelian monoid is a submonoid τ ⊆ M such that w + w ′ ∈ τ implies w, w ′ ∈ τ for all w, w ′ ∈ M . Then there is an order reversing bijection
The corresponding map of graded schemes is
This consideration links graded schemes to combinatorics when applied to finitely generated monoids. On the other hand, we observe that τ ⊆ M is a face if and only if τ c ⊔ {∞} ⊆ M ⊔ {∞} is a prime ideal in the sense of [13] . Moreover, a subgroup p of a K-graded ring R generated by homogeneous elements is a K-prime ideal if and only if R +,0 \ p is a face of the multiplicative monoid R +,0 . Thus, there is also a canonical homeomorphism between Spec K (R) and the space of prime ideals of M ⊔ {∞} which is a scheme over the field F 1 with one element in the sense of [13] . This line of thought is continued in Remark 6.6. Remark 4.4. The category of graded rings is a subcategory of the category of monoidal pairs or sesquiads from [12] via the assignment R = w∈K R w → (R +,0 , R). Graded ideals of R correspond to ideals of (R +,0 , R) and graded localizations of R correspond to localizations of (R +,0 , R). Therefore, the affine graded scheme (Spec K (R), O Spec K (R) ) is naturally identified with the set of prime ideals of (R +,0 , R) equipped with the structure sheaf induced by (R +,0 , R), and the category of graded schemes becomes a subcategory of the category of sesquiad Zariski schemes which is obtained by gluing prime spectra of sesquiads. Within this category (non-trivially) graded schemes take an intermediate position between schemes, whose affine charts are given by monoid pairs of the form (R, R), and F 1 -schemes, whose affine charts are given by pairs of the form (M, Z[M ]).
Having introduced the core definitions we will from now on assume that basic concepts like generic points, open and closed graded subschemes and embeddings have been introduced as well, naturally extending the well-known notions for schemes. Furthermore, K-reduced resp. K-integral K-graded schemes are defined by the absence of homogeneous nilpotent elements resp. homogeneous zero divisors in all sections. For a K-integral K-graded scheme X, the constant sheaf K K assigning the stalk O X,ξ at the generic point is a sheaf of K-simple rings. A quasi-compact K-graded scheme is K-noetherian resp. K-Krull if the sections O X (U ) are Knoetherian resp. K-Krull for all (or equivalently, some cover of X by) affine U . For a K-Krull scheme X, a K-prime divisor is a point with one-codimensional closure. 
where Y runs through all K-prime divisors Y containing x in their closure.
Since the category of graded rings over a fixed graded ring has the graded tensor product as a coproduct, the category of graded schemes has fiber products. A graded scheme X is called separated resp. of affine intersection if the diagonal morphism ∆ X : X → X × X is a closed embedding resp. affine. The latter property is equivalent to affineness of the intersection of any two affine opens subsets. Proposition 4.7. In a K-Krull scheme X of affine intersection the following hold:
Next, we introduce good quotients of graded schemes.
Definition 4.8. A morphism from a K-graded scheme to a scheme is called K-
Proposition 4.9. If q : X → Y is a good quotient, then the following hold: (i) q is surjective and closed, (ii) if A i ⊆ X, i ∈ I are closed then q( i A i ) = i q(A i ), (iii) every preimage q −1 (y) contains a unique element which is contained in all closures of elements of q −1 (y); and y is a closed point if and only if this element is a closed point.
Proof. For closedness we use the fact that a 0 R ∩ R 0 = a 0 holds for a 0 R 0 . For (ii) we use ( i a i ) ∩ R 0 = i (a i ∩ R 0 ). Surjectivity and (iii) follow from the fact that for a prime ideal q of R 0 ,there exists a unique K-prime p that is maximal with p ∩ R 0 = q, and q is maximal if and only if p is K-maximal. Indeed, if q is maximal then the sum m over all K-graded ideals a of R with a ∩ R 0 = q has the desired properties. The general case reduces to this case via localization.
For the Z-graded case, properties (i) and (iii) were observed in [9, Lemma 1.1.2]. A good quotient that is bijective, i.e. a homeomorphism, is called geometric. A well-known example for a graded geometric quotient is the proj construction of a Z-graded ring.
Example 4.10. Let R be a Z-graded ring with deg Z (R + ) ⊆ Z ≥0 and consider the proper Z-graded ideal a = n>0 R n . Let X := Spec Z (R) and set X := X \ V (a). Then the quotients X f → Spec((R f ) 0 ) for f ∈ a ∩ R + glue to a good quotient q : X → Proj(R) by Z which is even bijective, i.e. geometric. However, unless R = R 0 , the structure sheaves of X and Proj(R) will be different.
K-graded schemes also occur naturally as relative K-spectra of a quasi-coherent K-graded sheaves on schemes:
Construction 4.11. Let X be a scheme and let R be a quasi-coherent K-graded O X -algebra. Then Spec K (R(U )) is open in Spec K (R(V )) for any two affine open U ⊆ V ⊆ X and hence the K-prime spectra of R(U ) for all affine U glue to a K-graded scheme, called the relative K-spectrum Spec K,X (R) of R, and there is a commutative diagram 
Proofs of Theorems 4 and 5
Proof of Theorem 4. First suppose that conditions (i)-(iii) hold. Consider the cover of X by all affine open U . Then X is covered by their preimages U = q −1 (U ) and this cover has a finite subcover. Consequently, X has a finite affine cover and each O(U ) = O( U ) 0 is a Krull ring because O( U ) is a K-Krull ring. Thus, X is a Krull scheme. We show that R := q * O X is a Cox sheaf by applying Theorem 1. Firstly, since q is affine and hence R is quasi-coherent, we obtain
for any affine open U . Thus, R ξ is K-simple and deg
Because q is a good quotient, we also have (R ξ ) 0 = ((q * O X ) 0 ) ξ = O X,ξ and thus the constant sheaf S := R ξ has all properties asserted in Theorem 1(i). Furthermore, there is a canonical isomorphism q * : S ∼ = q * K K . For the verification of Theorem 1(ii), consider a K-prime divisor Y and its image Y := q( Y ). Due to (ii), we have ı Y (Z) = q * ı Y (Z) and WDiv = q * WDiv K , and
For Theorem 1(iii), we first observe that div
is so, due to Cl K ( X) = 0. Furthermore, we have R(X) +, * = R(X) * 0 and thus Theorem 1 implies that R is a Cox sheaf on X. Now suppose that R is a Cox sheaf and q : X = Spec K,X (R) → X its characteristic space. Then the canonical isomorphism q * : R ∼ = q * O X induces an isomorphism q * : S ∼ = q * K K as in the first part of the proof. By construction the K-spectra U of R(U ) for affine U ⊆ X form a cover of X by affine K-Krull schemes. Since {µ Y } Y are the essential K-valuations of R and they restrict to {ν Y } Y , there are natural bijections U ) ) and the prime divisors of U . Because g is affine, these glue to an isomorphism
which in turn induces an isomorphisms of presheaves β : q * WDiv K ∼ = WDiv and
For the second supplement, consider a K-prime divisor Y and set Y := q( Y ).
We claim that q({ Y }) = {Y }. Indeed, q({ Y }) is closed, irreducible and contains {Y }. The other inclusion follows because {Y } has codimension one and q({ Y }) is a proper subset of X. For any point x ∈ X let x ∈ X be the unique point contained in all closures of points mapped to x. Firstly, we claim that
In particular, for Y = x the point x lies in the closure of { Y } and
The following Lemma was needed to show graded locality of the stalks O X (L) x and R x in the respective proofs.
Lemma 5.1. Let R be a Cox sheaf on X and let f, f
Proof. It suffices to consider the case that U is affine. Using Proposition 4.7 we calculate
Proof of Theorem 5. First, let R = R(X) be the Cox ring of X. Then (i), (ii) and (iii) follow from Theorem 1. For assertion (iv) we additionally suppose that X has an affine cover by complements of Weil divisors. Let p be a K-prime divisor. By K-factoriality we have p = f with some
h which means h / ∈ p. Hence, R p = (R h ) p and the second ring has units in every K-degree by Theorem 1.10 (iii) and Proposition 1.13 (iv). Now, let K be finitely generated, and R an algebraic Cox ring, i.e. a K-graded ring satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iv). We claim that there is a set of Kprimes f 1 , . . . , f r such that deg K (f j ); j = k = K for every k = 1, . . . , r. Since K is finitely generated, there are pairwise non-associated K-primes f 1 , . . . , f m with deg K (f 1 ) , . . . , deg K (f m ) = K. The localization R f1 has units in every degree by (iv), so there are fractions g 1 /h 1 , . . . , g n /h n , where none of the g j , h j are divisible by f 1 , whose degrees together generate K. Decomposing gives f m+1 , . . . , f t such that f 1 , . . . , f t are pairwise non-associated K-primes and deg K (f 2 ), . . . , deg K (f t ) = K. Proceeding in this way for k = 2, . . . , m, we arrive at a set f 1 , . . . , f r with the requested properties.
For j = 1, . . . , r let R j be the localization by the product of all f k with k = j. Let X be the K-graded scheme with affine charts X j := Spec K (R j ). Then by choice of
as a principal open subset and thus glue to a scheme X. The maps X j → X j glue to a good quotient q : X → X by K.
We verify that R is the Cox ring of X by showing that q is a graded characteristic space. X is a K-Krull scheme because every R j is a K-Krull ring (they are even K-factorial). Each X j contains all K-prime divisors of X := Spec K (R) except the K-principal divisors of those f k with k = j. Thus, X contains every K-prime divisor of X, which implies O( X) = R and O( X)
Secondly, there are bijections respecting sums, products, intersections and inclusions between the K-graded ideals of R j and the ideals of (R j ) 0 . In particular, there is an isomorphism WDiv
and for every K-prime divisor Y ∈ X j the generator of the maximal ideal of O Xj ,q( Y ) also generates the K-maximal ideal of O Xj , Y . Consequently, the induced isomorphism
Thus, Theorem 4 gives the assertion.
Remark 5.2. Conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) irredundantly characterize Cox rings of Krull schemes with affine cover by divisor complements and finitely generated class group. Indeed, [5] offers examples of rings satisfying (i) and (ii) but not (iv). Also, one may take any K-graded Cox ring R and extend the grading trivially to a K ⊕ Z-grading. The monoid R + stays the same and its units remain in degree 0,
Examples with (i) and (iv) but not (ii) are obtained in Example 1.9 whenever Cl(A) is not free and φ := id Div(A) is chosen. Examples with (ii) and (iv) but not (i) are also obtained from Example 1.9 whenever Cl(A) is free and φ is the inclusion of a subgroup K ⊂ Div(A) which maps injectively but not surjectively to Cl(A).
graded schemes and diagonalizable actions
The defining algebraic data of a graded scheme (X, O X ) also define a scheme: By equipping each O X (U ) with the trivial 0-grading, one obtains a 0-graded quasicoherent O X -algebra O 
X ) is a scheme. The canonical affine morphism X (0) → X which on affine charts is given as Spec(R) → Spec K (R), p → p ∩ R + is surjective.
In this section, let K be an algebraically closed field. We will show that the functor f : X → X (0) induces an equivalence between the category A of graded reduced schemes X of finite type over K with finitely generated grading groups gr(X) and the category B of prevarieties over K with quasi-torus actions admitting affine invariant covers. Recall that a lattice is a finitely generated free abelian group. By a separated toric graded scheme over K we mean a quasi-compact separated graded scheme X of finite type over K such that (i) the grading group M = gr(X) is a lattice, (ii) X is M -normal, A different kind of connection between the categories of F 1 -schemes of finite type and toric varieties is established in [13] .
